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An example
colors of the hats
 Two pupils sitting in a circle, each

wearing a red hat or a white hat–each
sees the colors of the other’s, but not her
own’s.

 Suppose both hats are red. When the
teacher asks if any pupil can identify the
color of her own hat, the answer is
always negative.

 Suppose now the teacher remarks to
them that some hat is red, the first
student asked still cannot tell. But the
second will be able to answer that she is
wearing a red hat.

 Before the teacher’s remark, “at least one
hat is red” is known by each pupil.
However one does not know the other
also knows this fact.



 After the teacher’s remark, the second
pupil also knows that the first pupil
knows this fact.

Information
function

An information function associates with
every state  ∈  a nonempty subset
P of ; when the state is , the
decision maker knows only that the state
is in P.
An example: The handing in of an

assignment by a student (s) to a teacher
(t). Let   nl, l,nh, where
 nl: the assignment is handed in and is not

lost in the process
 l: the assignment is handed in but is also

unfortunately lost
 nh: the assignment is not handed in
Hence s’s information partition is



Ps  nl, l,nh while t’s information
partition is P t  nl,l,nh.
We shill restrict our attention to

information function that forms a partition.

Event
 Any subset E ⊆  is called an event.
 If the true state of the world is  and if 
∈ E, then we say that E occurs or is true.

 At state , if P ⊆ E (i.e., in every
state that the decision maker thinks
possible, E indeed occurs or is true), then
we say agent i knows E.

 If whenever E occurs the decision maker
knows E, that is for all states  in E,
P ⊆ E, then we say E is
“self-evident” to him.

 If E is self-evident, E either equals some
P or equals a union of some cells in
the partition.

Knowledge



function
A knowledge function for a decision
maker associates each event E with a
(possibly empty) subset KE of ; the
set of KE is the set of all states in which
the decision maker knows E.
Given P we now define the decision
maker’s knowledge function by

KE   ∈  : P ⊆ E.

Note the following interpretations
 E   is an event never occurs.
 E   is an event always occurs.
 KE itself is an event, namely the event

that the decision maker knows E.
 KKE – also written as KKE – is the

event in which the decision maker knows
he knows E.

 \KE is the event in which he does not
know E.

 K\KE is the event in which the
decision maker knows he does not know
E.



 Interactive beliefs can be defined
accordingly. For instance, KiKjE –
also written as KiKjE – is the event in
which i know that j know E.

 For partitional information function,
KE is the greatest union of cells of the
partition that is the subset of the E.

Properties of K function
K1 K  . This says that in all
states the decision maker knows that
some state in  has occurred.
K2 If E ⊆ F, then KE ⊆ KF.
K3 KE ∩ KF  KE ∩ F.
K4 (Axiom of knowledge) KE ⊆ E.

Whenever the decision maker knows E
then indeed some member of E is the
true state: the decision maker does not
know anything that is false.

K5 (Axiom of transparency)
KE ⊆ KKE.

That is, if the decision maker knows E

then he knows that he knows E.



K6 (Axiom of wisdom)
\KE ⊆ K\KE.

The decision-maker is aware of what he
does not know: if does not know E then
he knows that he does not know E.

Remark: K1 to K3 hold for all information
functions (partitional or not). K4 is implied
by P1. K5 and K6 are implied by P1 and
P2. Finally, K4 implies that K5 and K6, if
they hold, must hold with equality.

Remark: We have taken an information
function as the primitive and derived from
it a knowledge function. Alternatively we
can do the opposite: first take a
knowledge function as primitive whereby
we derive an information function.
(Omitted)



P4:violations for events a and b.
P5: violations for events a and b.
P6: violations for events a and b.

Application
Return to the handing in assignment
problem, where   nl, l,nh,
Ps  nl, l,nh, and
Pt  nl,l,nh. Consider the
following two events
 H : the student has handed in the

assignment. That is, H  nl, l.
 R: the teacher has received the

assignment. That is, R  nl.



Exercise on event H
 KtH  nl,KtKtH  nl,

Kt. . .KtH  nl
 Hence in state nl, the teacher knows H,

he knows that he knows H, ....
 \KtH  l,nh,Kt\KtH  l,nh
 In both state l and state nh, the teacher

does not know H, and he knows he does
not know H

 KsH  nl, l,KsKsH  nl, l,
Ks. . .KsH  nl, l

 In both state nl and state l, s knows H, he
knows he knows H,...

 I.e., in state nl, both t and s know the
event H (the student has turned in
assignment). But
 in state nl, does s know t knows H?
 in state nl, does t know s knows H?

 “The student knows the teacher knows
H” is the event
KsKtH  Ksnl  , which is an
empty set. Hence, under no state does s
know t knows H.

 “The teacher knows the student knows



H” is the event
KtKsH  Ktnl, l  nl. Hence, in
state nl, the event occurs. Or, in state nl
(and only in this state), t knows s knows
H.

Exercise on event R
 KtR  nl,KtKtR  nl,

Kt. . .KtR  nl
 KsR  , at no state does s knows t has

received the assignment; KsKsR  ,
at no state does s know he knows t has
received the assignment;
Ks. . .KsR  , at no state s knows he
knows .... he knows t has received the
assignment.

 KsKtR  Ksnl  , at no state s
knows t knows R (the teacher has
received the assignment).

 KtKsR  Kt  , at no state t
knows s knows R (the teacher has
received the assignment.



Common
knowledge

mutual knowledge
We say that an event is “mutual
knowledge” in some state if in that state
each individual knows the event. We say
that an event is “common knowledge” if
not only is it mutual knowledge but also
each individual knows that all other
individuals know it, each individual knows
that all other individuals know that all the
individuals know it, and so on.
We now restrict to a two person case.

Common knowledge
Definition: Let K1 and K2 be the
knowledge functions of individuals 1 and
2 for the set  of states. An event E ⊆ 
is common knowledge between 1 and 2
in the state  ∈  if  is a member of



every set in the infinite sequence
K1E,K2E,K1K2E,K2K1E, . . .

Can People Agree
to Disagree?

Theorem: (Impossibility of Agreeing to

disagree) Suppose that it is common
knowledge at  that player i’s posterior
probability of event E is qi and that player
j’s posterior probability of E is qj. Then
qi  qj.
An illustration:

   1,2,3,4, each state
occurring with 1/4 probability

 Alice’s information
partition: 1,2,3,4

 Bob’s information partition:
1,2,3,4



 let the partitions be commonly known
 E  2,3. Suppose 1 is the true

state.
 Then Alice attaches posterior probability

to E of 1/2, and Bob knows it.
 Bob attaches posterior probability to E of

2/3, and Alice knows it.
 These posterior probabilities are unequal,

why? They are not common knowledge!
 Bob does not know Alice knows his

posterior is 2/3.
 Alice does not know Bob knows her

posterior is 1/2.

Theorem (Impossibility of disagreeing
forever): If two agents who share a
common prior alternately announce their
posterior belief to one another, then their
beliefs will converge in a finite number of
steps to a common posterior.

Let’s consider a process in which Alice



and Bob alternately truthfully announce
their posterior probability attached to
event E.
 Alice first announces 1/2. Bob knows it

and this announcement has no effect on
him.

 Bob now announces 2/3. Alice also
knows it and this announcement has no
effect on Alice.

 Then Alice announces 1/2. This
statement is informative and causes Bob
to revise his posterior to 1/2, matching
Alice’s.

 Bob’s reasoning is as follows: “I’ve told
Alice that my posterior of 2/3, something
I wasn’t sure she knew, and she still
persists with a posterior of 1/2. This is
possible only if the true state lies in her
partition element 1,2 , since
otherwise my announcement would have
had an effect. Hence, I can narrow the set
of states I think possible from
1,2,3 to 1,2, leaving me
with a posterior probability of E of 1/2.”



No trade theorem
The impossibility of agreeing to disagree
has economic implications. Most notably
it call into question the seemingly obvious
belief that differences in information can
lead to gains from trade.
Theorem: If two individuals with
partitional information functions have the
same prior then it cannot be common
knowledge between them that individual
1 believes the expectation of some lottery
to exceed some number  while
individual 2 believes this expectation to
be less than .

An Exercise. There are 2 risk neutral
rational agents.
   B,F,G with equal prior

probability; there is a project that gives a
payoff of 0, 10, and 20, respectively,
under the three states



 P1: B,F,G
 P2: B,F,G
 Suppose 1 owns the project. Will 1 and 2

voluntarily trade the project in some
state? If yes, in what state and under
what price? If no, explain why.

 Repeat the same exercise by assuming
the initial owner is agent 2.

 For the analysis, assume that a very small
but positive transaction cost to each party
is incurred when a contract is signed.








